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Abstract 
 

This paper introduces a new hybrid AC-DC power converter (BLCUK-

FLYBACK) design for a stable e-vehicle charging station. This suits for high 

power applications. This converter consolidates minimum number of semi 

conducting devices working more than one switching period, which 

eliminates extra conductivity loss caused by a diode connected rectifier of 

traditional converters and subsequently enhances the converter regulation. 

Within the constant power state and consistent voltage areas, the fly back 

technique helps to convolute the BLCUK output. This converter extracts a 

modified sinusoidal waveform in an input AC supply besides with THD in 

current flow is decreased with restrictions according to the IEC standards. 

The proposed hybrid converter is structured in DC mode with the attractive 

natural zero current switching activity what's more, low reverse current flow 

in semi-conductor. Hybrid AC-DC converter is tried to exhibit the good 

performance in PQ issues. The functioning of the converter is verified and 

tested in mat lab platform.  
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1 Introduction 
 

For the most part single switch is the most generally utilized topology for 

the PFC applications as a result of its straightforwardness and littler EMI 

channel size. Because of the high conduction misfortune and exchanging 

misfortune, this circuit has a low productivity at low info line. Regarding the 

utilization of switches, the exchanging loss of the PFC circuit is drastically 

improved. In the meantime, the circuit despite everything experiences 

forward voltage drop of the rectifier connect caused high conduction 

misfortune, particularly at low information line. To diminish the rectifier 

connect conduction misfortune, various topologies have been created. 

Among these topologies, the bridgeless Cuk topologies doesn't require run 

switch, shows both the straightforwardness and elite. Without the info 

rectifier connect, bridgeless PFC creates less conduction misfortune 

contrasting and the regular PFC. Contrasting and the customary Cuk 

converter and bridgeless Cuk converter with hysteresis controller it gives 

more proficiency, diminishes the exchanging misfortunes and expanded 

yield voltage with low all out symphonious bending is acquired in the 

reproduction results. In this paper, hysteresis method is actualized in the 

bridgeless Cuk PFC controller. In the other hand the control methods are 

created to contrast and the bridgeless Cuk topologies and the reenactment 

results shows the decrease in THD. The examination is acted in the 

MATLAB/Simulation. 

 

2 Related Study of Conventional System 
 
 F. P. Kusumah [1] at all discussed about different modulation schemes 

for single phase to three phase AC-AC converter for an E-vehicle charging 

station. To make simplicity BEV battery charging scheme, on board/off 

board power adapter is substantial backup device in AC-DC power 

converters of the EV.  Different types of electric vehicle’s online/offline 

board techniques are conferred in review of either omnidirectional nor 

bidirectional structure in multiple levels groups. To make best use of energy 

consumption through charging an offline power adapter board have amended 

[2]-[4] power quality and additionally it has high power density and form 

factor. Conversely the conservative EV power adapter using a Diode Bridge 

Rectifier (DBR) induces a less current from the powers station, high fading 

at the input Power Factor and total harmonic distortion. In [5] power quality 

improvement techniques are discussed wind energy grid tied inverters. 

Numerous online board EV power adapters are discussed in [6], which have 

major merits of high power density and charging power efficiency. The 

interleaved buck boost converter operating principles and control system is 

designed and tested in [7].  Through to reduce vehicle heaviness and facility 

for charging high power rating, offline board architectures provide further 

high practical solvation. Various PFC converter techniques are have 

interleaved input and zero voltage switching methods are conveyed in [8] & 

[9]. Any other interleaved power factor converters does not offer the way out 

for reduced thermal exploitation of  
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MOSFET switches in PFC converters comparable to the existing boost PFC 

converters. Electric Vehicle power adapters with LLC resonant converter is 

explained in [10], which includes another benefit like less EMI and low 

semiconducting device switching losses. A bridge based PFC converter 

design came up with the maximum favorable solution to electric vehicle 

chargers [11]. Anyhow the architectural design structures of four MOSFET 

switches make device complexity and increased in dimension leads to 

demerits. The author demonstrated the general DC-DC converter structure 

with an improved power efficient transfer capacity. This is also given as HV 

pick up energy efficient way. N.Kandasamy [12] et all presented a resonant 

MMC converter. Without the help of HVIT (High Voltage Isolation 

Transformer), the converter was designed. For a modulation Phase shifting 

control technique was implemented and tested. Carrier based PWM 

modulation is explained. This reduces the power conversion stages and also 

power losses developed in DC-Dc converters. In addition bi-directional 

operation implemented. Zero Sequence Switching technique provided an 

additional advantage of reduced switches stress. Area of the converter of also 

reduced. ANN control technique was discussed which is mainly used in 

renewable based applications to managing energy management, MPPT 

tracking efficiency, open and short circuit performances. The presented 

control technique achieves the higher efficiency and stability. Devarajan et 

all [13] designed the EMI filter which eliminates the noises that are produced 

in input side thus by THD level are reduced below 5%. The bridgeless 

boost/buck converter provides much more acceptable solvation to PFC for 

electric vehicle power adapters/chargers, which operated in both boost and 

buck input voltage. The variety of buck-boost design architecture based 

power converters (like CUK, SEPIC) are described and examined in [14]-

[17]. 

The remaining chapters are discussed as follows. Chapter 2 gives the 

overall architecture of interleaved bridgeless fly back converter and control 

techniques. Chapter 3 presents the proposed hybrid (Bridgeless Cuk Fly back 

converter) and explains the block diagram and control operation. Chapter 4 

working of fly back converter. Experimental results are discussed in both 

hardware and software. Chapter 5 concludes the advantages of proposed 

hybrid converter. 

 

2.1 Conventional Block Diagram 
 

In conventional converter, an inductance is included appear differently in 

relation to the standard interleaved fly back bridgeless upgrade power quality 

issues. The conveyed inductance is found in between two PF correction 

units, and through using the vitality of inductance, all MOSFET can possible 

to do ZVs operation. Furthermore, with the guide of utilizing the PST 

between two PFC power units, the anticipated device wills the board the 

extent of the current slowing on the presented inductance as a quality cost.  

In this way, the conventional converter is in a situation to do the ZVS 

activity, while limiting the greater conductivity loss and ferrite core loss of 

the presented inductance. The additional inductance is brought to the 

conventional structure. Because of the current on the more prominent 

inductance, ZVS is  
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accomplished. The variable frequency strategy is embraced, and furthermore 

the recurrence adjustments in sync with the enter voltage and the cheap 

circumstance to make the correct greatness of the current on the more 

noteworthy inductance. Be that as it may, it is trying to make the extremely 

little current on the more inductance to stop mammoth conductivity 

misfortune under the gentle burden condition. 

Also, attractive issue has huge degree because of the broad trade 

frequency shift. To disentangle the equivalent issues, the interleaved fly back 

bridgeless boost PFC converter. Converter with one also inductance and PST 

is developed in existing converter. During this, inductance LA is acquainted 

conversely with the famous interleaved Chain of command bridgeless 

improves PFC. By utilizing the force keep up on in la; the zero conduction 

state is turn-on is done in universal voltage change and entire burden 

condition. Along these the new prototype will diminish the conductivity loss 

and ferrite core loss. While achieving the zero voltage state it provides better 

results. 

 
Figure 1 Conventional Block Diagram 

 

2.2 PST Control Methodologies 
 

In figure1 shows previously mentioned in the mode examination, iLa 

changes happens throughout covering time of the low side switch and the 

high side switch. By diminishing covering time, ILA pinnacle might be 

diminished. The greatest covering time is demonstrated when the stage 

distinction between two PF AC to DC converter is 180 degrees separation.  

To learn the essential stage contrasts, the information of Vac, Vo, iLB1 

and iLB2 is required. Nevertheless, since this fundamental information is 

starting at now identified in the standard PF converter with the CC mode 

movement, the PST can be drilled with no additional distinguishing or 

segment. Moving control, stage contrast and the covering time might be  
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controlled. With appropriate stage contrast, the zero voltage state turn-on is 

accomplished, yet in further the conductivity misbehaves of switches and la, 

and the core misleading of la can get limited. In a perfect world, pinnacle can 

be same with by diminishing. Anyhow it has following limitations, 

 Because of the PS control, conventional AC-DC design has huge ripples 

in current and voltage flow. When in heavy load condition power factor; 

 THD shows degradation performances due to large ripples formation. 

 

3 Proposed Hybrid Converters 
 

As demonstrated by standard EV charger, the imperativeness unit charger 

should be light weight, capable; increasingly moderate and it need to give an 

accidental wave primarily based as a rule charging to the battery. 

Appropriately, to watch the more noticeable than charging common, an 

elective quality tolerable improved, and bridgeless (BL) Cuk contraption 

based completely generally power unit charger, is cognizant at some stage in 

this design. The different control scheme of new hybrid AC-DC converter 

outlined in below. The association of power flow corrected device is direct a 

result of the truth of usage of undefined gate pulse control and manage 

progressed mechanical assemblies for each 0.5 cycle period. The yield 

inductance of bridgeless CUK converter, are planned for DC mode, as such, 

the rate and estimation of the contraption exists decreased. The level of parts 

is decreased more than one change in switching time. Thusly, the 

profitability of the design is raised with orchestrated device, respectably.  

Capacitors are behaving in each the parts as such current mishaps are 

wiped out. The organized topology has generously less electromagnetic 

hindrance on account of the truth of ground strategies for the two mosfet. 

The DC link voltage of hybrid converter design is administered at 300V. A 

model is made and furthermore the extended by and large execution of 

masterminded power unit charger is incontestable for predictable state and 

for changes in AC voltages to cost a 12V, 5Ah Pb battery of charging unit. 
 

3.1 The Arrangement of Hybrid Converter 
 

The structure of hybrid power converter charger is showed up in figure 2 

that includes a bridgeless (BL) Cuk imperativeness issue correction (PFC) 

convertor and a fly back converter. The foreseen nursery outpouring Cuk 

convertor works for positive bit of cycle with S1, input electrical contraption 

Li1, yield diode Do1 and yield inductance Lo1. Relative move configuration 

is went with for next 1/2 cycle with the switch S2, input inductance Li2, 

yield diode Do2 and inductance Lo2. The DC interface voltage of PF Cuk 

converter is kept up unsurprising voltage remarks the executives that 

decrease the charger regard because of use of voltage source. The fly back 

converter controls the battery current in unsurprising contemporary and 

consistent voltage areas the use of fuzzy logic controller. The hybrid 

converter has following advantages. 

 The proposed BL-CUK configuration has less faulty operation in 

switching states by achieving the zero voltage state; 

 Greater boost inductance will be used. If the bigger inductance is used; 
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 The data current wave would be decreased and the displays of PF and 

THD might be enhanced. 

 

3.2 Hybrid Converter Block Diagram 
 

 
Figure 2 Proposed Sytem Block diagram for Hybrid Converter 

 

4 Working Methodology of Fly Back Converter 
 

The movement of fly back convertor is analyzed subject to DCM of 

charging inductance of the HFT. The current through the polarizing 

inductance low magnetic inference  rises straightly and it stores the 

imperativeness once the fly back switch is ON condition. The yield diode DF 

isinverse uneven because of the spot show of HFT, all through this moment.  

Figure 3(a) and 3(b) shows the yield power is passed on to the battery 

when the limit of the HFT is pivoted all through flip second in light of the 

fact that the yield diode Df gets forward uneven. Regardless, while the 

polarizing inductor is discharged totally, all through each switch cycle,the 

yield capacitance Cbatt gives the fundamental charging current of battery in 

CC mode. 

 

 
 

Figure 3 (A) Input Power and Battery Power (B) DC Link Voltage 
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4.1 Experimental Setup Arrangement and Results 
 

 
 

Figure 4 Experimental Hardware Architecture 

 

A model of proposed charger is made to favor the force quality execution 

of proposed hybrid converter is responsible to charge an e vehicle battery in 

predictable current and consistent voltage flow. The display of proposed BL 

Cuk PF converter which is shown in figure 4 took care of ac-dc is evaluated 

under going with sub modules. 

 

4.2 Comparison Analysis with Conventional Architecture 
 

It is apparent from Figure 5(a) and 5(b) that the proposed charger shows 

preferable exhibition over recently created DBR took care of AC-DC 

converter with less PFC and regular boost PFC based converter, as far as 

productivity, size, cost and improved PQ records. This investigation affirms 

that the proposed hybrid converter shows an improvement of 7-10% in total 

effectiveness because of decreased conduction misfortunes in each cycle, 

when contrasted with traditional boost PFC fed charger. 

 

 
 

Figure 5(a) Converter Performance in Voltage Sag 
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Figure 5 (b) Converter Performances in Voltage Swell 

 

The supervised control section of the hybrid converter is clear payable to 

use of same power switching drive and control equipment for each operation 

cycle. The yield inductors of BLCuk converter are expected for DCM, 

henceforth,the converer design has a redcued area and cost. The number of 

fragments is lessened more than one trading cycle; thusly, the power ratinf of 

hybrid converter comparatively very high.The moderate capacitors are 

performing inself, in both the parts; thusly, abnormal current flow can be 

eliminated.The hybrid converter configuration has less EMI effect and of 

shared conviction plans for the two switches. 
 

5 Conclusion 
 

Hybrid converter (BL Cuk & Fly back) based ac-dc converter with 

minimum no’s of semi conducting devices leading over single switching 

period is proposed. The new hybrid converter offers incredible PF correction 

qualities in DC mode utilizing input voltage control. In this manner, charger 

area is minimized. The hybrid AC-DC converter appears tolerable error rates 

even in unexpected variances of input power unit. The hybrid charger shapes 

the main voltage and current as same. It just as the THD in gracefully current 

is diminished merely 2.5%. In this way, the hybrid converter features the 

possible of EV charging application with enhanced PQ and efficiency. 
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